PROGRAMME
JUNE 29-JULY 3 2020
EUTOPIA WEEK
EUTOPIA is an alliance of six leading, like-minded, European universities creating a connected and inclusive community, to address local and global challenges, ultimately contributing to a new model for higher education in Europe.

In June 2019, EUTOPIA 2050 was chosen as one of the 17 winning projects throughout Europe in the new European Universities Initiative competitive call to build a European Education and Research Area.

The regular gatherings (every six months) that bring together all the key actors of the project are called EUTOPIA Weeks. They aim to reinforce the alliance’s identity; progress on the scheduled actions; involve students, staff, local and regional authorities in the project.

Presidents and vice presidents, Work Packages leads and co-leads, actions leaders and members, students, staff, academics and researchers from the six partners of EUTOPIA are the actors of the meetings, conferences, workshops, contests, cultural visits and campus tours.

Given the situation caused by COVID-19, CY Cergy Paris Université, who organises the first EUTOPIA Week, decided with the agreement of all partners to adapt the format of the event and to propose a fully digital, on-line e-event.
**Agenda**

| Timings | 09:30 | 10:00 | 10:30 | 11:00 | 11:30 | 12:00 | 12:30 | 13:00 | 13:30 | 14:00 | 14:30 | 15:00 | 15:30 | 16:00 | 16:30 | 17:00 |
|---------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| Monday 29/06 |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       | WP1   | WP2   | WP4   | WP3   | WP5   |       |       |
|          |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Tuesday 30/06 | WP5   |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       | Discover CY |
|          |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Wednesday 1/07 |       |       |       | Noon Talk “Open Science” | WP 3/ WP 7 “Research dissemination” |       |       |       |       | WP 2/ WP 4/ WP 5 “Synergies between regions” |       |       |       |       | Discover CY |
|          |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Thursday 2/07 |       |       |       | Noon Talk “International mobility” | Student Forum |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
|          |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Friday 3/07 |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |       |      |

**Abbreviations**

- **VUB** Vrije Universiteit Brussel
- **CY** CY Cergy Paris Université
- **GU** Göteborgs Universitet
- **UL** Univerza v Ljubljani
- **UPF** Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona
- **UoW** University of Warwick
Monday, June 29

10:30-12:00 OPENING CEREMONY
Welcome speeches of the presidents
Francois Germinet, President of CY Cergy Paris Université
Igor Papič, Rector of the University of Ljubljana
Caroline Pauwels, Rector of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Eva Wiberg, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Gothenburg
Jaume Casals, Rector of the Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona
Stuart Croft, Vice-Chancellor and President of the University of Warwick
National and Regional Stakeholders speeches
Overview of the agenda & the activities
Launching of the EUTOPIA Cofund post-doctoral programme
Launching of the Photo contest & the Pitch MyEUTOPIA contest
Hosted by CY students Marie Marchand and Antony Jeyakumar
Broadcasting link here: YouTube Live

14:00 CULTURAL VIRTUAL VISIT
Cergy, the country of Impressionism: Giverny & La Roche-Guyon
Links here: YouTube, Facebook

14:00-15:30 WORKING PACKAGES MEETINGS
Leads, Co-Leads, team members.
WP1 Management. Chair: Tjaša Nabergoj (UL)
WP2 Education. Chair: Jan Danckaert (VUB)
WP4 Place-Making. Chair: Mar Jiménez (UPF)
WP5 Inclusion. Chair: Petra Videmšek (UL)

15:00 DISCOVER CY
Graduation ceremonies
Discover CY Cergy Paris Université under a new light through staff, students, stakeholders short videos presentations. It will give you a good overview of the university even without being present!
Links here: YouTube, Facebook

16:00-17:30 WORKING PACKAGES MEETINGS
Leads, co-leads, team members. (Links in WP numbers)
WP3 Research. Chair: Göran Landberg (GU)
WP5 Inclusion. Chair: Ivan Svetlik (UL)
WP6 International. Chair: Seán Hand (UoW)

HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTORS MEETING
Chair: Raf Devos (VUB)

16:00 DISCOVER CY
Degrees in Economics - Links here: YouTube, Facebook
Tuesday, June 30

10:30-12:00  **WORKING PACKAGES MEETINGS**
Leads, Co-Leads, team members (Links in WP numbers)
**WP5 Inclusion.** Chair: Karen Celic (UL)
**WP7 Sustainability.** Chair: Carmen Branescu (CY), Luciana Radut-Gaghi (CY)

11:00  **DISCOVER CY**
*Political Studies*
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

12:00 - 12:30  **NOON TALK Open science**
Speakers: Enric Vallduvi (UPF), Jean Claude Burgelman (VUB)
Hosted by CY students Louis L’Haridon and Charlotte Desmeules
Broadcasting link here: [YouTube Live](#)

14:00  **CULTURAL VIRTUAL VISIT**
*Cergy, the country of impressionism: Vétheuil*
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

14:00-15:30  **JOINT PARALLEL MEETINGS** (Links in WP numbers)
**WP3 / WP7** *Research dissemination*
Chair: Armando Uribe-Echeverría (EUTOPIA)
**WP2 / WP4 / WP5 / WP6** *Synergies between regions*
Chair: Mar Jiménez (UPF)

15:00  **DISCOVER CY**
*CY Campus international*
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

16:00  **DISCOVER CY**
*CY Tech*
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

**All day long**  **STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATIONS**
The EUTOPIA Alliance wouldn’t be the same without its students and its campus life. To get a better idea of the student life in EUTOPIA universities, we invite you to watch some video-presentations of student’s associations.
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)
Wednesday, July 1st

9:30-12:00 CONFERENCE SUSTAINABLE CAMPUSES
Assess the expertise developed in the six universities on sustainable campuses. Discussion on the model of strategic and collaborative engagement of the universities with their city regions, places and communities. Imagine new cooperation actions within EUTOPIA.
Chair: Luciana Radut-Gaghi (CY)
Participants registration here
Broadcasting link here: YouTube Live

10:30-12:00 COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
Chair: Armando Uribe-Echeverría (EUTOPIA)

WORKSHOP Good Practices on welcoming students in post-crisis situation
Chair: Joëlle Gury (CY)
Participants registration here

11:00 DISCOVER CY
Innovative working spaces
Links here: YouTube, Facebook

12:00 - 12:30 NOON TALK The Knowledge bazaar
Speakers: Mar Jiménez (UPF), Manel Jiménez (UPF)
Hosted by CY students Louis L'Haridon and Charlotte Desmeules
Broadcasting link here: YouTube Live

14:00 CULTURAL VIRTUAL VISIT
Cergy, the country of impressionism: the village of Petit Andelys and the Chateau Gaillard
Links here: YouTube, Facebook

14:00-15:30 QUALITY BOARD
Chair: Tomaz Dezelan (UL)

WORKSHOP European calls: towards EUTOPIA's strategy
Chair: Carmen Branescu (CY)
Participants registration here
14:00-15:30 **STUDENT’S REPRESENTATIVES MEETING**  
Chair: Ferran Piqué (UPF)

15:00 **DISCOVER CY**  
Archaeology  
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

16:00-17:00 **WORKING PACKAGES RESTITUTION MEETING**  
Chair: Nikki Muckle (Secretary General EUTOPIA)

16:00 **DISCOVER CY**  
_Engineering solutions for tomorrow_  
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

---

**Thursday, July 2nd**

10:30-12:00 **EXECUTIVE BOARD**  
Chair: Nikki Muckle (Secretary General EUTOPIA)

11:00 **DISCOVER CY**  
_Research mobility_  
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

12:00 - 12:30 **NOON TALK _International Mobility_**  
Speaker: Seán Hand (UoW)  
Hosted by CY students Louis L’Haridon and Charlotte Desmeules  
Broadcasting link here: [YouTube Live](#)

13:30 **CULTURAL VIRTUAL VISIT**  
_Cergy, the country of impressionism: Pontoise_  
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

14:00-16:00 **STUDENT FORUM**  
Launching of the EUTOPIA student’s Think Tank. Building the European Universities: Towards a more sustainable university. How to reach the UN Sustainable Development Goals from the University: what are students supposed to do? Share of good practices from the EUTOPIA partners from the student perspective.  
Participants registration [here](#)
14:00-17:00  JOINT CONFERENCE DIGITAL INCLUSION
With the presence of ARQUS, CHARM-EU and CIVIS alliances. Assert the role of European Universities on the debate and actions around the Digital Inclusion, along with experts and European representatives.
Chair: Luk Van Langenhove (VUB)
Participants registration [here](#)
Broadcasting link here: [YouTube](#) Live

16:00-17:00  JURY MEETING for the EUTOPIA Week photo contest
Hosted by Killian Courgibet (CY)

JURY MEETING for the Pitch MyEUTOPIA contest
Hosted by Lidiia Shevchenko (CY)

17:00  DISCOVER CY
*Humanities*
Links here: [YouTube](#), [Facebook](#)

Friday, July 3\textsuperscript{rd}

10:30-12:00  CLOSING CEREMONY
Presidents’ closing speeches
EUTOPIA Photo contest results
Pitch My EUTOPIA contest results
Hosted by CY students Marie Marchand and Antony Jeyakumar
Broadcasting link here: [YouTube](#) Live
Photo contest

The New University Workspaces

Objective: ensure an active communication and a local and international visibility of EUTOPIA and EUTOPIA week. Registration is not required.

Theme of the contest: “The new university workspaces”

Description: This photo contest is open to the entire EUTOPIA community. Participants submit their photo by mail and publish it online, in order to share with the community the reorganisation of their workspace during this unprecedented moment.

A jury – made up of staff from the six establishments within EUTOPIA – will meet the 2nd of July at 16:00 (via Teams) to choose the winner(s) and the results will be announced the 3rd of July during the Official closing ceremony.

Conditions:
Publish your photo during EUTOPIA week (from 10:00 AM 29/06 till 4:00 PM 2/07)
Send your picture by email to killian.courgibet@cyu.fr till 4:00 PM 2/07.
Tag #EUTOPIAweek and mention @eutopiaalliance on Facebook and/or @EutopiaUni on Instagram.

Award: the winner will have his/her photo included in the communication documents (digital and printed) of the alliance.

Read the complete rules here
Pitch MyEUTOPIA contest

“My EUTOPIA is…”

**Objective:** promote EUTOPIA among EUTOPIA Alliance community. Registration and dispatch of works are required till the 26th of June.

**Description:** Pitch MyEUTOPIA is a contest for all students from the six universities of EUTOPIA Alliance. Students prepare and register a short speech (pitch) on the theme “My EUTOPIA is…” Then they send their works till 26th of June to CY University. The pitches will be published on the EUTOPIA social network during the whole EUTOPIA week.

*A jury* –the Communication Team EUTOPIA and EUTOPIA staff–, will meet the 2nd of July at 16:00 via Teams meeting to choose the best speaker. The results will be announced on Friday the 3rd of July during the Official Closing ceremony of the EUTOPIA Week, at 10:30.

**Conditions:**
Participants number per pitch: individual or team
Pitch duration: 3 minutes
Send your work by email to armando.uribe-echeverria@cyu.fr till the 26th of June.
The format of the video: MP4 in high resolution in preference (720p mHD)
At least 2 pitches per university
All pitches must be in English or with English subtitles.

**Award:** The winner(s) will be invited to the next EUTOPIA Week organized in presentational and will be an active ambassador of the alliance.

Read the complete rules [here](#)
Luciana Radut-Gaghi  
Vice President in charge of the European alliance EUTOPIA, CY Cergy Paris Université

Balkis Lefebvre  
Junior Project Manager, Europe Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Sandra Demoulin  
Head of the Communications Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Carmen Branescu  
Head of the Europe Department, General Coordinator EUTOPIA for CY Cergy Paris Université

Lidia Shevchenko  
Junior Project Manager, Europe Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Killian Courgibet  
Intern Project Management, Europe Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Alison Bocard  
Media and external relations officer, Communications Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Agathe Philippe  
Community Manager, Communications Department, CY Cergy Paris Université

Bernadette Pasquier  
Multimedia Manager of Gennevilliers Studios, CY Cergy Paris Université

CONTACT

direction.europe@cyu.fr

www.eutopia-university.eu/programme/

@eutopiauni

@eutopiauni

eutopia european university

eutopiauniversity

@eutopiaalliance